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Q: How do you envision the NTOA Command College

benefiting you in your leadership role on your team?

A: The NTOA Command College has become a unique experience for me. This program has allowed me to meet great leaders
in our LE subculture (SWAT) and gives all of us the opportunity
to discuss what things are working for us and what needs a little
improvement. The biggest takeaway is the comfort of knowing
that nationally, we are all facing the same challenges, and that
we are not in this alone.

Q: As both a law enforcement and military leader, you
are constantly challenged with leading people. What
qualities and skills do you think are most important
for today’s leaders?

A: Before picking up my commission, I had the honor of reaching the rank of chief petty officer. I’ve learned that many people
outside of the Navy are not familiar with that rank or what it
means to be accepted to hold that elite title, but it was my first
real exposure to what “leadership” should be, and how many
different techniques there are. Everyone has their own way of
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expressing themselves, but maintaining a culture of strong ethics,
professionalism and cooperation builds a strong team, which
leads to success.

Q: How have the lessons in the Command College
improved your interaction with other tactical teams
and leaders in your area?
A: I am happy to say that within our area, we have already
made strides in interacting with each other. As a charter member of the Maritime Tactical Operations Group (MTOG), units
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2014, leadership from some of the larger full- and part-time units
began to meet and debrief some of the recent callouts, how those
incidents could have been managed better, and receive constructive recommendations on other tactics. Both groups have built

strong partnerships — and even a few personal friendships
— which have already paid dividends with joint training and
seamless operational integration in large-scale and expanding
incident response.

Q: As a senior leader within your organization, what
role do you feel you play in identifying and mentoring the next generation of leaders?

A: I have heard many times that experience is built from making decisions. While some decisions might be good or bad, we
need to instill in our charges the latitude to evaluate a situation, weigh the options, understand the repercussions of their
actions, and be willing to own the decisions they make with
the best information and intention they have at the time. We as
leaders need to support their decisions and ensure they know
we trust them to always act morally, ethically and with the
public’s safety in mind.

Q: As part of the Command College program, you are
asked to select a Capstone Research Project. What
topic will you select and why?
A: I have been thinking a lot about my Capstone Research
Project. After touring a recently constructed international shipping company’s new North American hub, and seeing how vast
the interior of the facility was and recognizing how we have
seen an increase in workplace violence, I have chosen to submit
to the review board my project, “The Future of Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAV) in SWAT Operations.” I believe UAVs

Set yourself apart from
others in the promotional
process by enrolling today!
The NTOA Command College isn’t just
for aspiring leaders, it’s also the perfect
opportunity for experienced tactical team
leaders and commanders to validate
the leadership philosophies and tactical
concepts that they may already know.
Through video lectures, quizzes, discussion forums and writing assignments,
you’ll be able to demonstrate your
knowledge of tactical leadership skills.
Seasoned leaders in this program often
excel at the assigned tasks, as they have
numerous experiences to draw from.

will be the next “big thing” in law enforcement. Our team is in
the process of receiving the required training and certifications,
which will allow us to use our UAVs to survey the exteriors of
structures, identify obstructions to our approach, and locate
citizens or first responders that need to be extracted from the
crisis point or, in some cases, rescued.

Find out today if
the NTOA Command College
is right for you!
Visit ntoa.org/academy to learn more.
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